Observations of Radar Backscatter at Ku and C Bands in the Presence of Large Waves during the Surface Wave Dynamics Experiment
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Abstract—Ocean radar backscatter in the presence of large waves is investigated using data acquired with the Jet Propulsion Laboratory NUSCAT radar at Ku band for horizontal and vertical polarizations and the University of Massachusetts C-SCAT radar at C band for vertical polarization during the Surface Wave Dynamics Experiment. Off-nadir backscatter data of ocean surfaces were obtained in the presence of large waves with significant wave height up to 5.6 m. In moderate-wind cases, effects of large waves are not detectable within the measurement uncertainty and no noticeable correlation between backscatter coefficients and wave height is found. Under high-wave light-wind conditions, backscatter is enhanced significantly at large incidence angles with a weaker effect at small incidence angles. Backscatter coefficients in the wind speed range under consideration are compared with SASS-II (Ku band), CMOD3-H1 (C band), and Plant's model results which confirm the experimental observations. Variations of the friction velocity, which can give rise to the observed backscatter behaviors in the presence of large waves, are presented.

I. INTRODUCTION

Radar scatterometry is a technique for remote sensing of the near surface wind speed and direction over the ocean. Sensors have been successfully developed and flown at Ku band on the SEASAT [1] satellite in 1978, and at C band on the operational ERS-1 satellite [2]. The small scale ocean surface roughness increases with increasing local winds, and this increased roughness enhances the off-nadir radar cross section of the ocean. This indirect relationship forms the basis of using radar scatterometry for ocean wind measurements. The relationship can be modified when waves with large significant wave heights (SWH), caused by strong winds earlier or by swells propagating into the local area, are present. In this case, the accuracy of radar scatterometry in retrieving the ocean surface wind field can be affected by the presence of such large waves.

The effects of high waves on ocean radar backscatter have been investigated with theoretical models. Based upon a model for a wind-driven sea with swells, [3] predicted that a very large amplitude swell can significantly increase the backscatter coefficients at low radar frequency (L band), small incidence angle and light wind; however, the predicted effects will be small at Ku band and large incidence angles for all wind speeds. Reference [4] indicated that a swell traveling at a large angle oblique to the wind direction can have an important impact on scatterometry. This is the case especially for light wind and low incidence angles because the backscatter extrema are not necessarily in the local wind direction. At larger incidence angles, this model suggests that the long-wave effects diminish because the contribution of specular backscatter becomes less important as compared to the Bragg contribution for the short wave part of the composite spectrum. References [5], [6] applied the principle of the conservation of wave action to modeling the interactions between long and short waves on the water surface by using a hydrodynamic modulation transfer function. This model indicates that the long-wave properties can also affect the normalized radar cross section of the ocean through the second-order effects of short-wave tilting and hydrodynamic modulation. In the calculation of backscatter coefficients in this model, however, the long and short waves are assumed to be local wind generated, and therefore the direction of these waves are aligned.

Experimentally, tower based measurements at L- and Ku-band frequencies [7] have been made to study the radar dependence upon ocean waves. Horizontally polarized backscatter data at L band were taken at incidence angles of 35° and 45°, and azimuthal angles from 225° through North to 60°. Vertically polarized Ku-band data were collected only at 45° incidence angle, with azimuthal angles limited to 20°-—360°. Most of the long waves encountered during this experiment were not generated by the local wind. At lower wind speeds, these measurements suggest that radar cross sections may be slightly lowered when long waves propagate at a large angle to the wind. At the C band frequency of 5.3 GHz, airborne
measurements [8] were obtained for radar cross section as a function of wind speed. The data seem to indicate that the upwind/crosswind ratio is the largest when the wind blows in the wave direction. The implications of these experiments are tentative and need further data for their confirmation.

This paper presents a case study of radar backscatter from the ocean surface at Ku and C bands in the presence of large waves. The data were acquired during the Surface Wave Dynamics Experiment (SWADE) in 1991 when two airborne scatterometers were flown together on the NASA Ames C130B aircraft: NUSCAT, a Ku-band scatterometer developed at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), and C-SCAT, a C-band scatterometer developed at the University of Massachusetts (UMass). The plane flew over an instrumented oceanic area off the U.S. East coast near 37° North latitude and 74° West longitude. Backscatter coefficients obtained on Mar. 4, 1991 in the presence of swells with SWH as high as 5.6 m are compared with data at lower SWH under similar wind conditions. Wind speeds were in both moderate and light wind ranges. Although the observations were limited to a narrow set of conditions, they represent a quantitative evaluation of the variation in the radar cross section in the presence of large waves at two different radar frequencies. In addition, several buoys measured atmospheric and oceanic parameters, another airborne radar acquired directional wave spectra, and a ship was deployed to make measurements including friction velocities. The backscatter measurements are also compared with calculations from empirical and theoretical models.

Section II below shows the data sets selected for this study and the results for observations of radar backscatter in the presence of large waves and Section III compares the experimental measurements with model results. The appendix describes in details the NUSCAT and C-SCAT scatterometers, the SWADE location, the experimental scenario, the directional wave fields, and sea surface temperature effects.

II. RADAR OBSERVATIONS IN THE PRESENCE OF LARGE WAVES

A. Data Selection

A specific scatterometer data set was chosen from the SWADE data base in which the SWH was high and was compared with data sets taken at lower SWH to evaluate the effects of large waves. The criteria for the data selection were: 1) the measurements had the same polarization and incidence angle, 2) the wind speeds for these cases were close (≤ 1 M·s⁻¹ difference), 3) the backscatter data were collected at the location nearest to the buoy in question, and 4) Gulf Stream boundary crossings with potential complications in the ocean conditions were avoided. These criteria were chosen to isolate cases with high and low SWH while the other scatterometer and oceanic parameters were as similar as possible. As Table VI and Figs. 14 and 15 in the appendix show, large significant wave heights occurred predominantly during flight 5 on Mar. 4, 1991. Data sets collected under high SWH conditions were selected first, and then corresponding cases with low SWH were chosen using the criteria listed above. Table VI indicates that the ocean conditions measured by the buoys at different locations can be quite different. This suggests that the winds were very inhomogeneous spatially. This was especially true of the data collected at buoy A, where several cases of light to very low winds were observed. Since this buoy was in the cold, shallow, near shore waters where the ocean conditions were quite different from the other buoys, none of these data was used. In general, the low SWH cases used for comparison came from flight 9 for moderate wind speed cases, and flight 6 for low wind speed cases. For most of the cases, radar data selected for the analysis in this paper were collected along flight lines over buoy positions. During the time of a radar data take (approximately 3 minutes), the aircraft moved about 20 km; therefore, the radar data were within 20 km around the buoys. Only in the case of 50° incidence angle at horizontal polarization for light wind and high wave conditions, the closest location of the radar data was 50 km away from the buoy.

The wind speeds for the high and low SWH cases were, in general, not exactly the same, and since the normalized radar cross section of the ocean is strongly dependent upon the wind, a scheme was developed to account for the wind difference. Consider a case with low SWH where the wind speed is close but not the same as the wind in a case with high SWH. Let δσPP be the difference between backscatter coefficients obtained from SASS-II model function [10], [11] using corresponding neutral wind speeds at 19.5 m derived from buoy data with the formulation in [9]. The subscript PP is used to represent HH or VV for horizontal and vertical polarizations, respectively. The backscatter σPP, measured at the low-wave condition, is adjusted to the wind condition corresponding to the high-wave case as

\[ \sigma'_{PP} = \sigma_{PP} + \delta \sigma_{PP}. \]  

These adjusted cross section measurements are then used to study the effects of swells on the radar backscatter by comparing with the measured backscatter at the high-wave condition. This normalization method involves incremental differences in the wind speeds and the normalized radar cross section estimates. Thus, the adjusted backscatter coefficient, σPP, is not very sensitive to cross-calibrations between SASS and NUSCAT. In addition, if the compared data sets include only in-situ wind measurements from the same buoy, the results will depend only on relative rather than absolute calibrations of the buoy instruments.

B. Large Waves and Moderate Winds

This section investigates the effects of long waves with large SWH on the radar backscatter during moderate wind conditions. In this case, the SASS-II geophysical model function predictions agree with the adjusted results. Fig. 1(a) and (b) show the comparison of NUSCAT radar backscatter measurements near (~10 km) Discus E at 40° incidence angle for vertical and horizontal polarization, respectively. These and the subsequent results are shown as a function of azimuthal angle (relative to upwind; plotted continuously without the 360° wrapping around; this continuous increase in azimuth corresponds to the increase in data acquisition time). In Fig. 1(a), the normalized radar cross section measurements were collected on Mar. 4, 1991 and Mar. 8, 1991. During these measurements, the SWH was 5.5 m on Mar. 4, 1991...
Fig. 1. Comparisons of NUSCAT backscatter coefficients between high-wave cases represented by black circles and low-wave cases denoted with open circles: (a) Vertical polarization corresponding to neutral wind $U_\chi(19.5) = 12.4 \text{ m} \cdot \text{s}^{-1}$ and (b) Horizontal polarization corresponding to neutral wind $U_\chi(19.5) = 11.8 \text{ m} \cdot \text{s}^{-1}$.

and 1.7 m on Mar. 8, 1991. The wind speed was 12.0 $\text{m} \cdot \text{s}^{-1}$ on Mar. 4, 1991 and 12.4 $\text{m} \cdot \text{s}^{-1}$ on Mar. 8, 1991. All wind speeds discussed in this section are neutral winds at 19.5 m unless otherwise stated. Using (1), this 0.4 $\text{m} \cdot \text{s}^{-1}$ wind speed difference reduces $\sigma_{VV}$ by an average of 0.23 dB. In Fig. 1(b), a case for the horizontal polarization is shown. For this case, the SWH was 5.4 m on Mar. 4, 1991 and 1.9 m on Mar. 8, 1991. The wind speed was 12.0 $\text{m} \cdot \text{s}^{-1}$ on Mar. 4, 1991 and 12.4 $\text{m} \cdot \text{s}^{-1}$ on Mar. 8, 1991. The adjustment for the wind speed difference increases $\sigma_{VV}$ by an average of 0.48 dB. Fig. 1 shows no obvious distinction in the radar backscatter for vertical or horizontal polarization between the low and high SWH data sets.

In addition to these data sets, we also compared low and high SWH data sets at other incidence angles. We have adopted the following approach to present the results in a concise manner. First, wind estimates were obtained from the observed NUSCAT results by fitting the SASS-II model function to the data. These estimates are referred to as the apparent neutral wind speeds discussed in

Table 1 gives results of this comparison. The cases are for vertical polarization at incidence angles 30° and 40° and horizontal polarization at incidence angles 20, 30, 40, and 60°. For each case, at least two measurements at low SWH are compared to the corresponding measurement at high SWH. Included in the table are the measurements of SWH, air temperature, and sea temperature. The air temperature was less than the sea temperature in all cases. This indicates the Monin-Obukov stability lengths are negative and thus the atmospheric boundary layer conditions are unstable. The small differences in wind speeds and the percent errors presented in Table 1 demonstrates no significant effects of swells on the backscatter measurements collected by NUSCAT at Ku-band for moderate wind conditions. Furthermore, the apparent wind speeds derived from the NUSCAT measurements agree well with those obtained from buoys. Fig. 2 compares the apparent wind speed and direction to the buoy measurements of wind speed and direction. The cases shown are for high SWH conditions.

The C-SCAT data were analyzed using similar techniques. The backscatter coefficients $\sigma_{VV}$ were compared for low and high SWH conditions under moderate winds. Fig. 3 shows a representative example for 40° incidence angle. This data corresponds to the NUSCAT data shown in Fig. 1(a). Both sets were collected during the same flight line. The neutral winds speed for these sets are 12.4 $\text{m} \cdot \text{s}^{-1}$ and 12.0 $\text{m} \cdot \text{s}^{-1}$ obtained from buoy measurements. The adjustment in backscatter to account for the wind difference is less than 0.3 dB. The comparison in Fig. 3 reveals no visible difference between the magnitude nor the azimuthal modulation of the backscatter measurements.

We compared additional C-SCAT data sets at 20, 30, 40, and 50° incidence angle. At each angle, there were several high and correspondingly low SWH cases. The neutral wind speeds at 10 m ranged from 9.1 $\text{m} \cdot \text{s}^{-1}$ to 11.8 $\text{m} \cdot \text{s}^{-1}$. Fig. 4(a) and (b) summarize the results. Fig. 4(a) is a plot of the upwind/crosswind ratio versus SWH. There is no observable effect on the upwind/crosswind ratio caused by the large difference in actual wind speeds corresponding to the NUSCAT data shown in Fig. 1(a). Both cases shown are for high SWH conditions under moderate winds.
waves. Fig. 4(b) displays the average backscatter coefficient versus SWH. The average was performed over the entire 360° for each case. No adjustment is made for the differences in wind speeds. This plot demonstrates no significant change in the magnitude of the average backscatter coefficient at C-band with SWH for moderate winds.

The analysis in this section shows that the differences in backscatter at Ku and C bands with high and low SWH are within the uncertainty of radar (± 1 dB) and wind speed (± 1 m·s\(^{-1}\) or 10% at \(U > 10\) m·s\(^{-1}\)) measurements. Thus, the existence of large waves with high SWH (up to 5.5 m) does not have significant impact on the radar backscatter at Ku and C bands.

C. Large Waves and Light Winds

During SWADE, a couple of flights occurred during light wind conditions. The SWH varied from 1.7–3.4 m for these data sets. Applying the same criteria defined in Section II-A to these data, we investigated the effects of large waves on the radar backscatter for light winds. The two flights of interest were on Mar. 4, 1991 and Mar. 5, 1991. The data was collected near Discus C. Fig. 14(a) shows the wind and SWH conditions at Discus C during the flight on Mar. 4, 1991. Table VI summarizes the conditions for both flights.

The comparison data, selected after the criteria in Section II-A, were backscatter measurements at horizontal polarization for incidence angles from 20–50° for NUSCAT and at vertical polarization for incidence angles in the same range for C-SCAT. Tables II and III summarize the data for NUSCAT and C-SCAT, respectively. They list the wind speed (measured by buoy at 4-m height), SWH, air temperature \(T_{air}\), and sea temperature \(T_{sea}\) obtained from Discus C for each low and high SWH set. The differences in wind speeds between the low and high SWH sets range from 0.1 m·s\(^{-1}\) to 1.3 m·s\(^{-1}\).

Fig. 5(a) and (b) compare data collected at 40° incidence angle for low and high SWH. Fig. 5(a) is a plot of \(\sigma_{HH}\) collected by NUSCAT and Fig. 5(b) is a plot of \(\sigma_{VV}\) collected by C-SCAT. The data is displayed over the full azimuth range and is referenced to the upwind direction, defined (for this subsection) as the direction of maximum backscatter. The actual angles will be dealt with later in Fig. 8. The Ku-band measurements are approximately 5 dB higher for the high wave case compared to the low wave. Likewise, the C-band measurements are approximately 4.5 dB higher for the high wave case. Note that the upwind/crosswind backscatter ratio is also affected as seen in these figures; however, a more specific conclusion requires more measured data with various relative azimuth angles including aligned and oblique cases of wind and wave directions. For the above measurements, the air temperature is approximately the same while the sea temperatures are quite different. However, the temperature effects in these cases are insignificant as discussed in appendix A4.

Backscatter for high wave conditions is represented by closed circles in Fig. 6. This data were also collected at 30° incidence angle and horizontal polarization with a sea
and (b) compare the conditions corresponding to the cases significant wave height versus significant wave height and (b) Average backscatter coefficients versus from 9.1-11.8 m.

Fig. 4. Comparison of C-SCAT data from 20-50°-degree incidence angles cases. The difference seems to increase with incidence angle.

In the backscatter coefficient between the high and low SWH listed in low SWH cases. At incidence angles from 20-50 °, Fig. 7(a) an enhanced radar cross section in comparison to the two temperature of 14.9°C. The high SWH measurements show an enhanced radar cross section in comparison to the two low SWH cases. At incidence angles from 20-50°, Fig. 7(a) and (b) compare the conditions corresponding to the cases listed in Table II for NUSCAT and Table III for C-SCAT, respectively. This comparison shows an increase of several dB in the backscatter coefficient between the high and low SWH cases. The difference seems to increase with incidence angle.

Fig. 8(a) and (b) compare the time evolution of the wind vectors deduced from NUSCAT data to the wind vectors obtained from the buoys. The black circles in Fig. 8(a) represent the “apparent” wind speed (at 19.5 m) which was obtained by a least-square-error fit of the SASS-II model function to the NUSCAT data collected over Discus C. The open circles are the “average” wind speed derived by translating the buoy wind measurements to 19.5 m using the Large and Pond formulation [9]. The average wind speeds shown at 54, 114, and 174 minutes after 21:00 UT were 8 minute averages recorded by the buoys at 22:00, 23:00, and 24:00 UT. Each average was performed during minutes 50–58 before the recorded hour. The other data points shown were interpolated from these measurements and integrated over the corresponding duration of the NUSCAT measurement. Fig. 8(b) shows the principal directions of the peak wave components obtained from the NDBC directional wave spectrum measurements. The wave direction is defined as the angle from North to the direction to which the wave propagates. The wave data from the buoy are measured from minute 28–48 each hour. The average is plotted at minute 38 before the hour. The other wave data points correspond to time-interpolated buoy data over the scatterometer time.

As Figs. 8(a) and 14(a) show, the wind speed at Discus C dropped quickly at the beginning of the flight to a light wind speed, and then began to increase during the flight. Coastal Buoy 2 shows similar conditions. The apparent winds in Fig. 8(a) are higher than the average winds, implying that the observed backscatter is higher than the model function estimates for the given buoy wind. Both the apparent wind and the average wind follow the same trend. They drop in the beginning of the flight and then increase slightly towards the end. In the latter part of the flight, the apparent wind becomes closer to the average wind. The direction of the apparent wind, shown in Fig. 8(b), appears to be different from both the average wind direction and the principle wave direction. Towards the end of the flight, the apparent wind direction appears to be closer to the average wind direction. For the times shown, the peak wave direction was between 340–360° and the SWH was between 3 and 4 m.

For light winds, the data presented in this section indicate that ocean radar backscatter is larger in cases of high waves especially at larger incidence angles. These observations were seen in both Ku-band and C-band backscatter while similar ocean conditions (see Fig. 14) were measured by two nearby (~30 km) buoys Discus C and Coastal Buoy 2 (see buoy locations in Fig. 13).

III. COMPARISONS WITH MODELS

The experimental measurements obtained by NUSCAT and C-SCAT are compared with calculated results from empirical
models such as SASS-II [10], [11] for Ku band, CMOD3-H1 for C band [12], and Plant’s theoretical model [5], [6] for both frequencies. Fig. 9(a) shows the comparisons between the models and NUSCAT data at vertical polarization and 40° incidence angle. NUSCAT data plotted with open squares in Fig. 9(a) are the same as those for the large wave case in Fig. 1(a) (SWH = 5.5 m on Mar. 4, 1991). SASS-II results represented by the thick curve are calculated from the model function. The wind was calculated to be 12.0 m s⁻¹ at a height of 19.5 m using the buoy data. The thin curve is the calculated results from Plant’s model for wind-generated waves using a 10-m wind of 11.3 m s⁻¹ derived from the 19.5 m wind used in SASS-II. While the models do not include swells, all results match well. This again indicates that the effect of the large waves at moderate winds is not significant in our case study.
Fig. 9. Comparisons of measured backscatter coefficients (squares) in the presence of swells at 40° incidence angle to results calculated from empirical models (thick curves) and Plant’s theoretical model (thin curves). For moderate wind (a) NUSCAT vertical polarization for \( U(10) = 11.3 \text{ m} \cdot \text{s}^{-1} \) and (b) C-SCAT vertical polarization for \( U(10) = 11.3 \text{ m} \cdot \text{s}^{-1} \). For light wind (c) NUSCAT horizontal polarization for \( U(10) = 6.6 \text{ m} \cdot \text{s}^{-1} \) and (d) C-SCAT vertical polarization for \( U(10) = 5.4 \text{ m} \cdot \text{s}^{-1} \).

Similarly, the models are compared with the C-band data corresponding to the above Ku-band data. The results are shown in Fig. 9(b). Both the CMOD3-H1 and Plant’s model use the wind \( U(10) = 11.3 \text{ m} \cdot \text{s}^{-1} \) derived from the buoy data. The models agree well with the data except at the crosswind direction where Plant’s model underestimates the backscatter. Theoretical results at C band are obtained from Plant’s model using input parameters determined with Ku-band backscatter data.

In the case of high SWH and light winds, the data presented in panels (c) and (d) of Fig. 9 correspond to the high SWH cases shown in Fig. 5. The incidence angle in this figure is 40°. In the model calculations, \( U(19.5) = 6.6 \text{ m} \cdot \text{s}^{-1} \) and \( U(10) = 6.3 \text{ m} \cdot \text{s}^{-1} \) are used in the SASS-II and Plant’s models for Ku band, respectively. Results at C band are calculated from the CMOD3-H1 and Plant’s models using \( U(10) = 5.4 \text{ m} \cdot \text{s}^{-1} \). The Ku-band measurements are as much as 4 dB higher than SASS-II results and C-band data are more than 4 dB larger compared to CMOD3-H1 values; the high backscatter data apparently correspond to wind speed in the range of 10-12 \text{ m} \cdot \text{s}^{-1} \) deduced from the model functions. Plant’s model for both frequencies gives even larger backscatter differences compared to the other two models.

A mechanism for large wave effects on backscatter is the superposition of a large-scale roughness caused by swells on the wind-generated roughness. Reference [13] estimated that a large magnitude swell of 16 m in SWH or 4 m in root-mean-square height with a 300-m wavelength could cause 4.5-3 dB increase in Ku-band horizontal backscatter at 20° and only 1.5-1 dB at 50° for wind speeds at 5-10 \text{ m} \cdot \text{s}^{-1} \). In the same wind speed range, an increase of 6-4.5 dB at 20° and 3-1.5 dB at 50° incidence angle was obtained for L-band backscatter. This model predicts that the effects of swells decrease as the incidence angle increases because at small incidence angles, the backscatter is partly due to specular return; while at large incidence angles, specular return is negligible. This wave superposition mechanism predicts a trend with incidence angle different from that observed in the data.

Another potential mechanism that contributes to the backscatter is wave breaking. Reference [13] showed that long waves moving across the surface can augment the surface drift near the long-wave crests; consequently, the maximum amplitude of the short waves before breaking is reduced and the number of waves breaking is increased. In the results shown in [14], the backscatter due to wave breaking was suggested to be directly related to the cubic magnitude of the friction velocity and therefore increases as the friction velocity increases. The backscatter measurements in this paper, however, show the opposite trend.

Ocean radar backscatter has been suggested to be closely related to the friction velocity, \( u_\ast \) [15]. Let’s consider the variations in \( u_\ast \) in the presence of swells measured during SWADE. The Small Water Plane Area—Twin Hull, SWATH, ship Frederick G. Creed was chartered and equipped to perform measurements, including \( u_\ast \), in support of SWADE. For the above large-wave cases, the flight lines did not pass...
TABLE IV
RESULTS FOR $u_*$, MEASURED BY THE SWATH SHIP, UNDER LIGHT WINDS IN THE PRESENCE OF LARGE WAVES. $T_{air}$ is AIR TEMPERATURE, $T_{sea}$ is SEA SURFACE TEMPERATURE, $H_w$ is SIGNIFICANT WAVE HEIGHT, $\phi_{wave}$ is FOR DIRECTION TO WHICH WAVES PROPAGATE, $U(12.9)$ is WIND SPEED MEASURED AT 12.9-m HEIGHT, $\phi_{wind}$ is WIND DIRECTION, Exp. $u_*$ is FROM THE EXPERIMENT IN THE PRESENCE OF SWELLS, and Cal. $u_*$ is CALCULATED [14] WITHOUT SWELL.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SWATH</th>
<th>DATE</th>
<th>TIME (UT)</th>
<th>LATITUDE (N) LONGITUDE (W)</th>
<th>$T_{air}$ (°C)</th>
<th>$T_{sea}$ (°C)</th>
<th>$H_w$ (m)</th>
<th>$\phi_{wave}$ (°)</th>
<th>$U(12.9)$ (m • s$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>Exp. $u_*$ (m • s$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>Cal. $u_*$ (m • s$^{-1}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>91-03-05</td>
<td>21:09</td>
<td>36°50'</td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>91-03-05</td>
<td>23:09</td>
<td>37°00'</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>19.5</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>91-03-06</td>
<td>17:17</td>
<td>37°17'</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>19.6</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>91-03-07</td>
<td>20:32</td>
<td>43°00'</td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE V
RESULTS FOR $u_*$, MEASURED BY THE SWATH SHIP, UNDER MODERATE WINDS IN THE PRESENCE OF LARGE WAVES. $T_{air}$ is AIR TEMPERATURE, $T_{sea}$ is SEA SURFACE TEMPERATURE, $H_w$ is SIGNIFICANT WAVE HEIGHT, $\phi_{wave}$ is FOR DIRECTION TO WHICH WAVES PROPAGATE, $U(12.9)$ is WIND SPEED MEASURED AT 12.9-m HEIGHT, $\phi_{wind}$ is WIND DIRECTION, Exp. $u_*$ is FROM THE EXPERIMENT IN THE PRESENCE OF SWELLS, and Cal. $u_*$ is CALCULATED [14] WITHOUT SWELL.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SWATH</th>
<th>DATE</th>
<th>TIME (UT)</th>
<th>LATITUDE (N) LONGITUDE (W)</th>
<th>$T_{air}$ (°C)</th>
<th>$T_{sea}$ (°C)</th>
<th>$H_w$ (m)</th>
<th>$\phi_{wave}$ (°)</th>
<th>$U(12.9)$ (m • s$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>Exp. $u_*$ (m • s$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>Cal. $u_*$ (m • s$^{-1}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>91-03-04</td>
<td>18:56</td>
<td>36°09'</td>
<td>13.5</td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>91-03-05</td>
<td>01:00</td>
<td>35°49'</td>
<td>12.1</td>
<td>14.5</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>91-03-05</td>
<td>02:00</td>
<td>35°49'</td>
<td>11.9</td>
<td>14.0</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>91-03-05</td>
<td>03:08</td>
<td>35°49'</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>14.0</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

over the temporal or spatial vicinity of the SWATH ship; therefore, co-located measurements of $u_*$ were not available to correlate with the scatterometer observations. Instead, $u_*$ measurements in the presence of large swells are evaluated for a qualitative comparison. Tables IV and V show the times, locations, atmospheric and oceanic parameters for these cases.

In these swell cases, data from the SWATH ship show measured values of $u_*$ corresponding to the larger values found in the last column of Table IV. For instance, in SWATH ship Run 25 started at 23:09 on Mar. 5, 1991, the friction velocity was 0.26 m • s$^{-1}$ and the neutral wind speed was 3.72 m • s$^{-1}$. At this neutral wind speed and measured air and sea temperatures, Large and Pond’s formula [9] gives $u_* = 0.14$ m • s$^{-1}$ without consideration of swell effects. The difference between the value of $u_*$ without swell and the measured value with swell is 0.12 m • s$^{-1}$. With the exception of Run 24, all other cases in Table V show differences in the order of 0.1 m • s$^{-1}$ between $u_*$ measurements in the presence of swells compared to $u_*$ calculations without swell. Similar increments in $u_*$ are observed in moderate wind conditions (8.6–9.7 m • s$^{-1}$ at 12.9 m) in the presence of large wave of equivalent SWH. These results are summarized in Table V.

The above observations lead to the hypothesis that the increase of $u_*$ in the presence of swells is responsible for the effects in the observed backscatter. Fig. 10 presents the backscatter calculated with a model function relating the mean normalized radar cross section to $u_*$ [17]. This model was developed based on the backscatter measured by the JPL Ku-band Airborne Microwave Scatterometer and the measured $u_*$ during the Frontal Air-Sea Interaction Experiment. The results in Fig. 10 show that an increase of 0.1 m • s$^{-1}$ in $u_*$ (as suggested by the SWATH ship measurements in the swell cases) can give rise to a 3.5-dB increase in $\sigma_{HH}$ at 30° and a 4.5-dB increase at 50° incidence angle at light wind conditions. For the same magnitude of increment in $u_*$ at moderate winds, the change in the backscatter is less significant ($\sigma_{HH}$ varies only by 1.5 dB) compared to the case of light winds as seen in Fig. 10. These results follow the observations of the backscatter in the presence of swells.

Another trend in the observed backscatter for the swell cases is that the increase in the backscatter is less at small incidence angles (see Fig. 7). At the small angles, ocean backscatter coefficients measured by scatterometers [8],[18]–[20] become less sensitive to wind variations. Moreover, in the power-law model function relating mean backscatter to $u_*$ [17], the exponent of $u_*$ for 30° incidence angle is about 20% less than that for 50°. Hence, the increase in $u_*$ will result in a weaker increase in the backscatter at small angles of incidence. This corresponds to the small enhancement at small incidence angles observed in $\sigma_{VV}$ and $\sigma_{HH}$, shown in Fig. 7 for the Ku- and C-band frequencies. Thus, the increase of the friction velocity in the swell cases also gives the same trend of smaller increase in backscatter at small incident angles as seen in the measurements.
In summary, the backscatter measurements at Ku and C bands obtained during SWADE were used to study the behavior of the backscatter in the presence of large waves. The experimental observations are: 1) For moderate wind conditions, there was no obvious difference between the backscatter measurements observed for low and high SWH; 2) For light winds, however, the backscatter coefficients were significantly enhanced in the presence of large swells; and 3) The enhancement also seemed to increase with incidence angle, especially for the Ku-band data. These observations are different from the trends predicted by wave superposition [3] and wave breaking [13], [14] mechanisms. However, an increase of the friction velocity in the presence of swells can lead to results which agree with the experimental observations.

IV. APPENDIX

A1. NUSCAT and C-SCAT Scatterometers

During SWADE, NUSCAT and C-SCAT, the two airborne scatterometers, collected backscatter data. NUSCAT is a Ku-band system operating near 14 GHz. The system comprises of an antenna subsystem, an RF subsystem, a data collection subsystem, and a controller as illustrated in Fig. 11(a). The antenna is a parabolic dish with a peak gain of 32 dB and a 2-way equivalent beamwidth of 4°. The antenna was placed inside a radome on the tail of the C-130B aircraft (Fig. 12), and was mounted on a gimbal, which was used to rotate it in complete azimuthal scans at selected elevation (incidence) angles. The antenna subsystem is connected through a rotary joint to the RF subsystem, from which horizontally (H) or vertically (V) polarized pulses are transmitted with a peak power of either 10 or 250 W at a repetition frequency of 4 to 10 kHz and a pulse length of 15–75 μs. When the system transmits either H or V polarization, two receivers collect simultaneous co- and cross-polarized returns. The radar echoes from each pulse are amplified, down-converted to I/Q samples and digitally square-law detected. The returns from multiple echoes are integrated over a 0.5 second interval, and then recorded on computer compatible tapes.

C-SCAT is a pulsed, low-power scatterometer operating with vertical polarization in the frequency band of 4.98–5.70 GHz with a peak power of 2 W. The radar system consists of a spinning antenna, a transmitter/receiver subsystem, digital interface electronics, and a computer control and data acquisition subsystem shown in Fig. 11(b). The antenna is a flat microstrip array with a peak gain of 28 dB and a 2-way equivalent beamwidth of about 5°. A spinning mechanism rotates the whole antenna in a full azimuthal circle at around 20 rpm. The incidence angle can be steered from 20 to 50° by frequency scanning. The transmitted pulse duration is adjusted with aircraft altitude as an input to maximize the signal-to-noise ratios of the received echoes. Further details of C-SCAT have been reported in [21].

The internal system calibration for NUSCAT is performed by injecting the transmit signal into the receiver through a calibration loop. The relative calibration accuracy involves the uncertainty in the measurements of transmitted power, receiver gain, the orientation angles of the antenna, the aircraft attitude, the rotary joint loss, the radome loss and the attenuators. The relative calibration accuracy is estimated to be ±0.23 dB. The measured radar backscatter accuracy depends on the number of independent samples and the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). The
operating frequency was dithered over 100 MHz to generate additional independent samples (N) which effectively reduce the statistical fluctuation of the detected power by \(1/\sqrt{N}\). For the observations reported in this paper, N is between 750 and 5000. It should be noted that the SNR and the accuracy of the noise-only measurements was high enough that the backscatter power accuracy was primarily determined by the number of independent samples. The absolute accuracy of NUSCAT was subjected to other error sources such as attenuator loss, calibration loop loss, antenna gain, beamwidth, and various losses from the waveguide and the rotary joint. The antenna gain was determined by the three-horn measurement method at the JPL antenna range. The system stability and absolute accuracy were evaluated by taking data over the ocean surface at 10° incidence angle, where the backscatter is insensitive to surface roughness conditions [19]. These in-flight calibrations were performed at the beginning and the end of each flight line during SWADE. Based on these measurements, our estimated absolute error is about ±1 dB.

C-SCAT is subject to the same sources of error as NUSCAT, and requires similar calibration measurements. The internal system is calibrated by feeding part of the transmit signal into the receiver through a series of attenuators to calibrate out system fluctuations, which are typically less than 0.1 dB during a flight. Additionally, the C-SCAT system was absolutely calibrated using a trihedral corner reflector at the UMass campus and a sphere at Goldstone, CA. The relative precision is better than 0.25 dB, and the absolute accuracy is estimated to be within 1 dB [21].

During SWADE, the NUSCAT antenna was stepped in azimuth for 10° once every 4 seconds. NUSCAT collected azimuthal scans of data at various incidence angles, ranging from 0–60° in 10° increments. The C-SCAT antenna was rotated at 20 rpm, and the backscatter data were averaged into 5° azimuthal bins. Each rotation collects approximately 30 independent samples in each bin, and the data from at least 2 azimuthal scans were averaged together to obtain a stable average of the normalized radar cross section. C-SCAT collected azimuthal scans of data at incidence angles ranging from 20–50° in 10° increments.

In both the NUSCAT and C-SCAT data, the aircraft speed, altitude, latitude, longitude, yaw, pitch and roll angles were recorded. The actual values of the incidence and azimuthal angles were calculated from the commanded pointing angles and the aircraft pitch and roll angles. The variations in the aircraft pitch and roll induced fluctuations in the incidence angles at which the radar data was taken. For the NUSCAT data, the SASS-II model function [10], [11] was chosen to adjust the backscatter values due to the fluctuations in incidence angle. These variations were subtracted from the measured data to obtain values corresponding to the commanded incidence angle. This technique has been shown to be relatively insensitive to the model function chosen for the range of wind speed and incidence angle variations [22]. A similar procedure was applied to the C-SCAT data base, with the fitting harmonic function derived from the C-SCAT data base.

### A2. SWADE Experimental Scenario

The Surface Wave Dynamics Experiment (SWADE) occurred in Oct. 1990 to Mar. 1991. Among its purposes was to study the effects of large waves on ocean backscatter. The experimental area, located off the coast of Maryland and Virginia (as depicted in the map in Fig. 13), was an instrumented ocean area. As the map shows, several buoys are anchored in the area: Discus C (C), Discus E (E), Discus N (N), CERC (R), and the National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration’s Experimental buoy, or Coastal Buoy 2 (A). During the experiment, NUSCAT and C-SCAT were flown on the C-130B aircraft to take radar backscatter data over ocean surfaces. There were a total of 10 flights during the period Feb. 2, 1991 to Mar. 9, 1991. The flights were partitioned into flight lines, and each line into runs. Flight patterns among the buoys included straight, triangle and radiator patterns. The oceanic conditions encompassed wind speeds ranging from 2–12 m·s\(^{-1}\) and significant wave heights ranging from below 1 m to above 5 m. Table VI summarizes the flight patterns for the 10 flights, together with the atmospheric and oceanic parameters measured by the buoys.

During flight 5 on Mar. 4, 1991, backscatter data were acquired between 20:10 and 00:15 (UT) the following day. Although the wind was from the West, the wave field was dominated by a large swell from the South. The buoy measurements from the National Data Buoy Center (NDBC) provide a synoptic view of the sea conditions. In Fig. 14, the wind speed at 4 m above the ocean surface (top panel), wind direction (middle panel), and significant wave height (bottom panel) obtained by 3 buoys are plotted as functions of time, with the flight time indicated by bold horizontal bars over the time scale. The wind data were averaged for a duration of 8 minutes from 10 to 2 minutes before the tag hour; e.g., the wind data obtained between 22:50 and 22:58 were averaged and reported as the average wind speed at 23:00. The wave data is averaged from 28–48 minutes before the hour, and similarly recorded.
**Table VI**

**Flight Patterns and Ocean Conditions During SWADE. The Unit for Flight Time is UT, Wind Vector \( \mathbf{U} \) is m s\(^{-1} \) for Speed and Degree for Direction (Measured at 4-m Height), and Significant Wave Heights \( H_s \) is m. Events Represented by Bold-Faced Characters are Used for the Comparison of High and Low Waves at Moderate Wind Speeds; Events Represented by Italic Characters are for the Comparison at Light Winds.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FLT</th>
<th>DATE</th>
<th>TIME (UT)</th>
<th>FLIGHT PATTERN</th>
<th>( \mathbf{U}(4) ) (m \cdot s(^{-1} ))</th>
<th>( H_s ) (m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>91-02-27</td>
<td>18:30:00:10</td>
<td>Between A, C, and E</td>
<td>CERC 302-274 CERC 277-277 CERC 294-312</td>
<td>1.1-1.6 CERC 1.4-1.9 CERC 2.0-2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>91-02-28</td>
<td>21:00:00:40</td>
<td>Triangle A, C, CERC then between A and C</td>
<td>CERC 225-194 CERC 215-218 CERC 229-228</td>
<td>0.9-1.0 CERC 1.1-1.6 CERC 1.3-1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>91-03-01</td>
<td>22:00:01:50</td>
<td>Between A, C, and E</td>
<td>CERC 328-84 CERC 63-81 CERC 5.4-9.7</td>
<td>0.9-1.3 CERC 1.0-1.1 CERC 0.9-1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>91-03-02</td>
<td>21:00:00:50</td>
<td>Between A, C, and E Some rain at altitude</td>
<td>CERC 6.0-11.7 CERC 6.2-8.8 CERC 8.8-13.0</td>
<td>2.9-3.2 CERC 3.0-3.3 CERC 3.6-4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>91-03-04</td>
<td>20:00:00:30</td>
<td>Triangle C, N, and E Between A, C, and E</td>
<td>CERC 6.8-8.9 CERC 4-2-9.2 CERC 8.8-12.0</td>
<td>2.9-3.4 CERC 3.5-5.7 CERC 4.3-5.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>91-03-05</td>
<td>18:30:00:10</td>
<td>Past N, in star pattern Between CERC-E, C-E</td>
<td>CERC 8.3-7.1 CERC 4.5-6.0 CERC 3.7-7.8</td>
<td>1.7-2.0 CERC 1.9-2.2 CERC 2.5-2.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>91-03-06</td>
<td>22:30:02:00</td>
<td>Triangle C, N, and E between C and E</td>
<td>CERC 7.4-8.8 CERC 10.8-13.1 CERC 9.5-11.4</td>
<td>1.6-1.6 CERC 2.1-2.5 CERC 2.2-2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>91-03-07</td>
<td>20:30:02:20</td>
<td>5-leg radiator A, C, E, N between C and E</td>
<td>CERC 2.5-6.8 CERC 6.0-10.3 CERC 10.1-12.3</td>
<td>1.4-1.9 CERC 2.2-2.5 CERC 2.0-2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>91-03-08</td>
<td>20:30:00:30</td>
<td>Triangle C, N, and E between C and E</td>
<td>CERC 8.3-10.0 CERC 7.6-9.3 CERC 9.9-11.0</td>
<td>1.4-1.7 CERC 1.4-1.6 CERC 1.7-1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>91-03-09</td>
<td>20:30:02:40</td>
<td>Between A, C, and E</td>
<td>CERC 5.3-6.2 CERC 4.6-7.0 CERC 6.4-7.6</td>
<td>1.5-1.7 CERC 1.2-1.7 CERC 1.3-1.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The plots in Fig. 14(a) at Discus E on Mar. 4, 1991 reveal a very strong wind, up to 16.7 m \cdot s\(^{-1} \), from 237°. This strong wind occurred approximately three hours before the flight and dropped to a moderate westerly wind of 10 m \cdot s\(^{-1} \) during the flight. Similarly, the wind speed at Discus C subsided from moderate to a light wind, as low as 4.2 m \cdot s\(^{-1} \), and then picked up again at the end of the flight (see the black circle curve in Fig. 14(a)). The wind direction observations at Discus N, Discus E, and at CERC from 21:00 on Mar. 4 through 00:00 on Mar. 5 ranged from 235-277°. At Discus C, only the last two observations were outside this range (327° and 116°). The dominant long-wave wavelength at Discus E was 244 m throughout this four hour flight, and its direction of propagation was within 5° of 357°. At Discus N, the dominant wavelength fluctuated between 244 m and 192 m, and the direction of propagation was within 5° of 349°. The SWH varied spatially, being the highest (5.6 m) at the discus buoy furthest offshore (E), and the lowest (3.4 m) at the discus buoy furthest to the West (CERC) at 21:00. The wave height slowly decreased over the experiment during the four hour period (at 00:00, Mar. 5, 1991, the SWH was 5.1 m at Discus E and 2.9 m at CERC). The range of wind speeds corresponding to the swell cases is similar to the wind range encountered in several other flights where the wave heights were lower (see Table VI). For example, the SWH at buoy E on Mar. 8 in flight 9 was 2.5 m or less while the wind speed at 4 m above the ocean surface was in the moderate range of 10-12 m \cdot s\(^{-1} \), which overlaps the wind speed range in the case with the large SWH (Discus E, Mar. 4, flight 5). For light winds, Table VI indicates that the wind speeds cover an overlapping range at Discus C during flight 5, and during flight 6 at CERC, while the SWH measured at the buoys are different by a factor of 2. This data set presents an opportunity to study the effect of large waves on ocean backscatter by comparing backscatter coefficients at Ku and C bands for cases with low and high waves under similar wind conditions. Furthermore, data from the Scanning Radar Altimeter are available for the swell characterization with directional wave fields shown in the next section.

### A3. Directional Wave Fields

Fig. 15 shows four directional wave spectra obtained by the Scanning Radar Altimeter (SRA) on westerly ground tracks. The spectrum in the top panel (A) was acquired at 21:04:26 from 625 m altitude near Discus E and the results are compared with the 21:00 Discus E observations. The along track and cross track spacings of the SRA data to generate the directional wave spectra were 12.2 and 7.8 m, respectively, making it impossible to observe wavelengths shorter than about 25 m propagating in an easterly direction and about 16 m propagating in a northerly direction. The direction of propagation is in good agreement with the buoy observations. Both the SRA directional wave spectrum and the Discus E nondirectional wave spectrum indicate a wave system concentrated in the longer wavelengths.

The SRA spectrum in the second panel (B) of Fig. 15 was acquired at the same position as the one in panel A, but two hours later, and it is compared with the Discus E data at 23:00. This SRA spectrum and the two below it were generated from data acquired from an altitude of 1250 m with the footprint...
and cross track elevation point spacing double what they were for the top panel. Despite the change in measurement geometry and the passage of time, the two spectra are essentially the same. The third panel (C) was acquired at 23:02:39 midway between Discus E and Discus C. We used it to compared to the Discus C observations at 23:00.

The wave field is significantly reduced at the Discus C position relative to Discus E, but the same trend in propagation direction with increasing frequency is persistent. The spectrum in the bottom panel (D) was acquired at 23:17:25, just inshore of the Coastal Buoy 2. It is compared with the 00:00 Discus C observations from Mar. 5, 1991. Panels C and D indicate that the wave field at Discus C changed little temporally over that hour interval, but the direction of propagation at the spectral peak measured by SRA changed spatially, shifting about 40° toward the West as the SRA moved closer to shore. This is probably an influence of the shallower water close to shore. Panels A and B of Fig. 15 indicate that the wind direction in the vicinity of Discus E was approximately at right angles to the direction of propagation at the peak of the directional wave spectrum at Discus E. Panel D indicates that the wind was nearly opposite to the dominant wave direction near Coastal Buoy 2. Fig. 14 indicates that the wind at Coastal Buoy 2 and Discus C abruptly shifted about 70° northward at 22:00 and 23:00, respectively. This was the same interval when the wind...
speed was decreasing rapidly, and these recent light winds had not had time to influence even the higher frequencies (0.32 Hz) of the buoy spectra shown by the dashed lines in panels C and D of Fig. 5(a). These directional wave spectra together with the buoy data provide the basis for the study on backscatter in the presence of swells.

A4. Sea Surface Temperature

In the comparison of backscatter for the cases of large wave and light wind conditions (Section II-C), there are differences in the sea surface temperature. Hence, the effects of the sea temperature need to be investigated to isolate the effects of the swells.

The difference in sea surface temperature can cause a difference in the viscosity. In turn, the viscosity can affect the roughness of the sea surface for a given wind speed. Donelan and Pierson [4] indicate that the backscatter increases as the temperature of the sea increases and that this effect can be significant at light winds when the temperature difference is large (0–30°C). For the temperature range 14–36°C, wave tank measurements [23] at X band (vertical polarization) showed no observable difference in the backscatter at winds $U(19.5)$ from 5–25 m·s$^{-1}$.

To evaluate the effects of sea temperature on our data, two cases will be considered where all parameters are essentially the same except for the sea temperature. If sea surface temperature plays a dominant role, the backscatter should be higher in the case where the temperature is higher. On Mar. 5, 1991 and Mar. 6, 1991 the sea temperature was 18.8°C and 9.0°C, respectively. Table II gives a summary of the conditions and Fig. 6 compares the data, showing backscatter measurements at 30° incidence angle, horizontal polarization during low wave conditions. Open circles represent the data collected for $T_{\text{sea}} = 18.8°C$ on Mar. 5, 1991 and pluses represent data collected for $T_{\text{sea}} = 9.0°C$ on Mar. 6, 1991. The two low-wave backscatter measurements are approximately the same, even though the sea temperature is different by more than a factor of two. Since all other conditions were basically the same, we conclude that the effects of sea temperature are negligible for these data sets.

Additionally, the air temperature is nearly constant, varying from $T_{\text{air}} = 9.3°C$ on Mar. 5, 1991 to $T_{\text{air}} = 11.1°C$ on Mar. 6, 1991. The atmosphere under these air and sea conditions is slightly unstable, and this instability increases with increasing sea temperature. Previous observations have shown an increase in the backscatter coefficient of the ocean surface with increasing atmospheric instability [24]. However, the atmospheric stability for these cases is small ($z/L$ varies from $-0.2$ to $-0.5$), and the expected change in radar cross section is negligible. Reference [4] also predicts a difference of less than 1 dB per 10°C at these wind speeds (5 m·s$^{-1}$). Thus, the temperature difference would not cause a large backscatter difference in these cases.
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